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I. INTRODUCTION
ARGE vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) is a basis for various speech technologies applications. In order to build an efficient LVCSR system, high-accuracy acoustic models, a large-scale language model and an efficient decoder are essential. But, in contrast to many other new technologies, these resources, except for the decoder, must be developed for each language separately.
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LVCSR system for Serbian at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad in collaboration with AlfaNum Ltd, Novi Sad. One implementation of the LVCSR decoder has already been presented [1] , as well as the language model which has been created for Serbian [2] .
In general, whenever a new system is designed, representative speech data needs to be collected and manually transcribed ,which is a time-consuming and costly process. Commonly, an annotated speech corpus and a pronunciation dictionary are used for acoustic model training. The accuracy of the system depends mostly on the amount and quality of the training data. In order to obtain robust acoustic models, their parameters have to be estimated on very large corpora, involving many speakers selected in a way which represents a typical distribution of age, gender and dialect so that the corpora would include as much speech variability present in a particular language as possible. More details about the data requirements for automatic speech recognition can be found in [3] .
Prior to this research, the only database for automatic speech recognition (ASR) for Serbian, SpeechDat(E), consisted of telephone channel recordings [4] . Some of the existing LVCSR speech corpora for other languages are presented in [5] , [6] and [7] . In this paper, the applied procedure of data collection and processing necessary in order to obtain appropriate corpora for training acoustic models is described in detail along with the database structure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of sources from which the data was collected and the process classifying the materials. Section 3 describes the process of database preparation in detail together with the software tools developed for the purpose of creating speech repositories. In Section 4, overall content of the database is presented, while in Section 5 the plans for future database improvements are discussed.
II. DATA ACQUISITION
Creating a large speech database can be a great logistic task. Firstly, appropriate recording equipment and a studio need to be provided. Secondly, many different speakers need to be included in the recording process. In order to reduce costs, a decision has been made not to record all the data but to use some already existing audio material.
The first and the most valuable source of audio material was the Audio Library for the Blind "Dr Milan Budimir" in Belgrade. This institution possesses a large collection of audio books. The books are read by professional speakers in studio environment. The majority of these audio books are available in .mp3 file format. Besides audio books Building a Speech Repository for a Serbian LVCSR System
Siniša Suzić, Stevan Ostrogonac, Edvin Pakoci, and Milana Bojanić L from the library "Dr Milan Budimir", other freely available audio books were also used. This data consists of high quality recorded speech -with a minimal amount of background noises and with a very high percent of correctly pronounced words and phones. The sole quantity of material, which adds up to around 190 hours, is enough to render this database segment as extremely important to this speech repository for Serbian. The second type of material which was collected are recordings of radio shows which are publicly available on internet sites of radio stations such as "Radio Belgrade", "B92", etc. This material includes recordings of news and talk shows, which are also available in .mp3 file format. This segment of the database is significant because it contains spontaneous speech such as dialogues between the host and the guests in radio talk shows and similar programmes. Joining this radio database with the rest of the material can greatly improve the quality of continuous speech recognition systems designed for or applied to spontaneous, unconstrained speech segments.
Lastly, a significant amount of data consists of recordings of utterances read by lots of different male and female speakers. The set of utterances was constructed for speech recognition purposes in a way to include all possible phones and common phone combinations present in Serbian in a relevant number of appearances. Speakers were instructed to read the utterances very clearly and to articulate all given words and phones correctly. These utterances consist of numbers, names, sequences of individual words and short sentences. This database segment was intended to be used in acoustic model training for continuous speech recognizers developed earlier within our research group. Therefore, it has already been recorded. Before any of the described materials were included in the database, they had to be manually reviewed. If any kind of damage in certain recordings was detected, such as prominent noises or any kind of equipment malfunction, those recordings were not processed further. Parts of the radio database which had more than a single speaker talking at a particular time were excluded as well. In addition, attention was paid to the recording parameterssampling frequency and number of bits per sample, as well as the effective spectral content which will be explained in the following section.
III. PREPARATION OF THE SPEECH REPOSITORY
The process of database preparation applied to the last group of audio recordings differed from the preparation of the rest of the database, since that group was already processed in an appropriate manner prior to the work focused on this new database. All these differences will be mentioned as well.
The preparation of the speech recognition database comprises several steps, which are presented in Fig. 1 . After an audio file is manually reviewed and labeled as not damaged, it is divided into smaller segments. Each of these parts is now a separate wave file containing a single spoken sentence, and it is saved in .wav file format. All obtained sentence files are associated with a corresponding description .txt file, which holds information about the original audio file: sampling rate, bits per sample, channel quality, gender of the speaker, type of audio source (audio book, radio news, radio talk show), audio format (e.g. PCM),etc. Additional properties, that include data such as effective spectral content (which usually depends on the recording type, as audio book recordings have generally a wider spectrum, while e.g. the frequency range of radio database recordings is generally narrower), name of the speaker, name of the person who split the original file, name of the person who carried out the revision of the selected database segment, and so on, are also included. If any of the mentioned properties are unknown, the appropriate field is left empty. Information from these descriptive files can be used in the training phase of the ASR system to include only audio files with specific properties. Therefore, the first step of the database preparation is splitting audio files into smaller ones which represent single sentences. The simplicity of this procedure mostly depends on the type of audio material. In the case of audio books the procedure is relatively easy. Sentences are correctly pronounced and the boundaries between them are clearly noticeable. The situation is similar with radio news recordings, which are also read by professional speakers. On the other hand, the work on splitting files is much more complicated in case of radio talk shows which contain spontaneous speech. In many situations it is very hard to detect and separate the end of one and the beginning of another sentence. In addition, there is a lot of speaker overlap, so these sections of data have to be either cut out (if they last for any significant amount of time) or marked as flawed (if this refers to only a word or just a few successive words). As it was mentioned before, the part of database consisting of uttered words and short sentences by different speakers was already processed -all utterances already existed as separate files.
The next step in the database preparation process is the transcription of spoken words, which is done manually. In the Serbian language, words are read the way they are written. The main rule in this step is that the phonetic transcriptions of all the words should be noted as heard by human listeners (not as provided by dictionaries, but as the particular speaker has pronounced them in the given sentence). The correct surface forms of words needed for extracting textual content from the transcriptions are also provided in a way which will be explained shortly.
Furthermore, several additional conventions and rules had to be established for transcribing certain word categories, so there would not be any disagreements between different transcribers. These conventions also enable applications to successfully check formed transcriptions and create appropriate labels for each audio file. These word categories include:
1) numbers -they are not written using digits. Instead, their phonetic transcription is given, so they could be broken into appropriate phonemes afterwards;
2) abbreviations -they are written using capital letters. If the abbreviation is pronounced as a word it is written as such (e.g. "DOS" or "MUP", like any other word). In the opposite case, when it is spelled out ,it is written letter by letter as well, while the origin (word form) of the abbreviation should follow in brackets (e.g. "D O S (DOS)" or "M U P (MUP)"). This will be explained in more detail in the rest of this section;
3) foreign words or native words spoken in linguistically unorthodox manner -they are written as they are spelled in Serbian within square brackets. If these words are frequently used in this form in Serbian and are already incorporated in the AlfaNum morphologic dictionary [8] , the square brackets do not need to be used. If a word (or a sequence of words) is marked with square brackets, the transcription of that word (or a word sequence) must be followed by the original transcription (or what is considered to be the semantically and grammatically correct transcription) within regular brackets. The motivation for marking words with square brackets will also be explained in the rest of this section.
For ASR purposes, only some of the basic punctuation marks are used: full stops, question marks, exclamation marks and commas. Some special marks (tags) are also used. They are listed below.
1) <spk>This tag is used for speaker-related noises (e.g. if the speaker stuttered during speech or uttered something incomprehensible);
2) <int>This tag is reserved for noises caused by a source other than human, perceived between speech segments (e.g. telephone ringing, opening of a door, some buzzing caused by the recording equipment, etc);
3) <some_word>This tag marks words which are damaged in the acoustic sense. The damage can be caused by some external factors(e.g. music, or another person who started to talk in the background),or by the speaker himself(e.g. he or she did not articulate all the phones, or did not pronounce some of them correctly). By convention, these words are written the way they sound, which means that the sequences of letters may not represent words contained in the dictionary. Afterwards, when these words are broken into phonemes, those phonemes will be marked as damaged and used only as context for adjacent phonemes. A word marked with this tag is always followed by its correct (dictionary) form within regular brackets; 4) [some_word] Square brackets mark either foreign words or mispronounced words if all the phones are articulated correctly. Words marked using this tag are also always followed by their correct form within regular brackets; 5) ( )This tag is used after the tags [ ] and <>. The word (or a sequence of words) within these brackets is the authentic, dictionary form of the damaged or mispronounced word which preceded it. This information is important because it allows the transcription to be used for training language models for the ASR system. In a special case, when the word inside [ ] or < > tags is actually pronounced as given in the dictionary, a shorter way of writing it down is allowed -instead of having to write the word twice, first inside square or angled brackets, and then again inside regular brackets, the transcriber can write the word inside a double tag, such as <( )> or [( )]. This simply shortens the written form of an utterance.
One example of a transcribed file is given in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that different combinations of tags are also allowed in cases when the transcription within < > or [ ] tags matches the dictionary form. This makes the work easier for people who are writing transcriptions. As with file splitting, the work on transcribing files is much more complicated in case of radio talk shows than in case of audio books, radio news and chosen uttered words and short sentences. In talk show recordings, the percentage of mistakenly pronounced and damaged words is much higher.
When the transcription is finished, an additional check is carried out using a software tool called AnSpellChecker [9] . This software tool detects spelling errors for Serbian. It is based on the Serbian morphological dictionary, which contains a number of foreign words as well, so if those words are found in the dictionary, they are not marked as erroneous. The AnSpellChecker application ignores the text within < > and [ ] tags as well as words written in capital letters (words spelled letter by letter or abbreviations). This spellcheck has proven to be very useful even though it does not eliminate all typing errors. It ensures that the transcriptions are accurate enough to be further used in the training of language models. Correct transcriptions are of course also very important in the process of acoustic model training because they prevent wrong data to be used for training a specific phoneme model. However, AnSpellChecker cannot detect grammatical errors. For example, if a noun is written in a wrong case and it can be found in the dictionary in the given form, this software tool will not recognize it as erroneous. The final step in database preparation is semi-automatic labeling. For this process, a tool called AnLabelCreator has been developed. As input, this tool takes the input transcriptions in UTF-8 format and corresponding descriptive files with wave file properties. The application first processes the transcriptions file -excludes the wave file names and words inside ( ) tags, as well as <spk> and <int> tags and all brackets (while saving at what position in utterance they occur). Then, for each input wave file, AnLabelCreator creates appropriate labels using the following procedure: 1) A developed part-of-speech (POS) tagger [10] determines an array of properties for each word in the utterance, including its POS, base form (lemma), values of particular morphological categories depending on the POS, as well as accentuation;
2) For each word, functions developed within a dynamic-link library (DLL) are used to generate possible pronunciations for it in Serbian. Among the given pronunciations, it chooses the one that matches the POS tagger output in the best way. The chosen pronunciation is then sent to the transcriptor module, which modifies it according to an input file containing transcription rules. These are all specialized for Serbian and for the given application. One kind of rule is e.g. breaking of plosives (stops) and affricates into occlusion and explosion partsthis approach was, however, abandoned for ASR purposes. Other rules include substitutions of different sequences of phonemes with other sequences according to how people actually pronounce certain phones in the given order. The given set of rules was developed for Serbian during several years of experience with the development of ASR and text-to-speech systems;
3) The final pronunciations of each word are transformed into appropriate labels. The wave file name is written relative to the desired speech database directory. Each phoneme is then written with appropriate attributes, such as stressed (according to accentuation given by the POS tagger) or damaged (according to < > tags in the transcription). Also, starting and ending silences are added, as well as <spk>and <int>labels at appropriate positions. For word-starting phonemes, the POS tagger output for that word is appended as a special property field. All phoneme starting times and quality metrics are initialized to zero values.
After all the files are processed, boundaries between individual phones are calculated using forced alignment. Starting from a small portion of the database previously manually labeled and previously trained acoustic models used for alignment (trained using the manually labeled part of database), phoneme segmentation for the whole database is determined automatically in this manner. Alignment acoustic score for each phoneme is saved in the phone quality field. Silences are afterwards additionally corrected based on the signal energy.
Finally, the generated label files are corrected manually using the AlfaNum SpeechLabel software [11] . Fig. 3 depicts a part of one labeled file in SpeechLabel software. Each label file can be checked by simultaneous listening to the uttered sentence and looking at its transcription (or specific parts of it). This application allows the user to quickly find possibly problematic parts of the automatically labeled files using the search by particular phonemes and acoustic scores assigned to them during the realignment process. Naturally, the lower the score, the more it is likely that the phones in that part of the file are not aligned well. Besides changing phone boundaries manually, the application also enables tagging phonemes as damaged (or un-tagging them as well), inserting or deleting phonemes where necessary and assigning an array of attributes to certain phonemes.
For the purpose of extracting textual content from the transcriptions for language modeling, an application called LMCorpusExtractor has been developed. This application eliminates the text within < > and [ ] tags, as well as all the tags from transcriptions. It also erases the names of the audio files from the beginning of each transcription. Furthermore, special cases are also treated (double tags, tagged sequence of words where a subsequence is marked with another tag, etc). Punctuation marks immediately following any of the tags sometimes need to be erased together with the tagged text, while sometimes need to be joined with the previous word (e.g. punctuation at the end of utterances). If any of the tags are inserted incorrectly, the transcription of the corresponding audio file is discarded from the language model textual corpus. It should be noted that the described process is slow, and therefore not optimal for creating textual corpora for language model training, but it is useful because the textual content obtained in this way is "clean" in the sense that it does not contain a wide range of special characters, which is the case with the content that may be obtained by copying textual data from books, web sites or other sources.
IV. DATABASE CONTENT The current database consists of approximately 190 hours of audio book recordings and more than 6 hours of talk show recordings, with almost another 4 hours of radio news. The uttered words and sentences part of the database adds up to around 14 hours of material.
Audio book material comprises more than 90000 sentences, and is approximately equally distributed between male and female speakers. There are 25 male and 35 female speakers for which the names are known. Beside these, there are several unidentified speakers. There are 7 audio books read by unidentified male speakers, and 9 audio books read by unidentified female speakers. It may be that some of those books are read by the same speaker (or by one of the identified ones), but this is considered unlikely. This adds up to almost 80 speakers in this part of the database, with an average of about two and a half hours of recordings for each of them. The difference in the number of male and female speakers is compensated by taking into count more data from each male speaker than from a female speaker. This results in a fair balance between genders within the audio database.
As for the radio database, more than 3000 utterance audio files were created. Around 1300 of them are from radio news, and the rest are from talk shows and similar radio programmes. The difference between this kind of material and the audio books is a lower sampling rate (11 kHz compared to 22 kHz and 44 kHz) as well as poorer spectral content (little or no frequency content above 5 kHz due to different format conversions) in most of the material, which may lead to the need for exclusion of this part of the database from acoustic model training and the exclusive use of it in specific training of spontaneous speech models. All in all, around 10 hours of radio material is present. Speakers are known for the talk show part of the base -in total there are 9 male and 6 female speakers. In the news segment, there is also a mix of speakers of both genders.
As mentioned before, the final part of the database consists of read sequences of words and short sentences from lots of different speakers. A smaller part of this database segment consists of just six fixed long word sequences for 4 male and 7 female speakers. The rest was made by having the speakers say the following types of utterances -their name and identification number, two sequences of numbers, 10 sequences of around 5 individual words each and 70 short sentences. A total of 121 male and female speakers (about the equal number of speakers for each gender) took part in recording this database segment. In total, this segment added extra 14 hours of studio-quality read material to the database. Transcriptions related to this part of the database are not intended to be used in language model training, since all speakers recorded the same chosen phrases.
The overall content of the database is shown in Table 1  and Table 2 . Letters 'A', 'B' and 'C' used as column labels denote different parts of the database -'A' corresponds to audio books, 'B' is related to the radio segment, while 'C' is the last, pre-recorded part. In Table 3 , the phonetic content of the database is presented. The phonemes are given in groups determined by the manner of articulation -vowels, affricates, fricatives, stops, nasals, laterals, vibrants and approximants (semi-vowels). Each phoneme and group is linked to a value representing its percentage among all phonemes in the database (transcriptions), as well as a value derived from a large textual database for Serbian used for language modeling. The latter value is given for comparison. This table shows that the database is well balanced phonetically. The small statistical differences have probably arisen from the fact that the LM corpus includes a wide variety of functional styles, while in this speech database the narrative style dominates all others, as its biggest part is comprised of audio books.
V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
A good speech repository is of great importance for developing a high-quality LVCSR system. The repository described in this paper can be used for training good acoustic models. Our future plans are to extend the described database which will definitely contribute to improving the performance of the ASR system for Serbian. One way of achieving this goal is by using an automatic transcription system [12] . The downside of this approach could be that automatic annotation commonly causes more transcription errors than manual transcription. Of course, additional checking of the phone boundaries may improve the quality of the resulting acoustic models, but it has been decided to rely on having the labels realigned better by using an iterative procedure of model training -after the initial models are trained, the database is realigned using those models, which is followed by another round of training, and so on. Since the collected data differs in quality, it should not be all mixed together when certain acoustic models are being trained. The deficient type of data in the current database are recordings of telephone channel signals. Our current efforts are focused on obtaining more data of this specific type and quality in order to enable the development of good ASR systems which are going to be used on mobile phones. 
